Weddings

& Civil Partnerships

Òran Mór is a truly unique and iconic Scottish venue with an enviable
location, opposite the Botanic Gardens in the heart of Glasgow's West End.
Formerly Kelvinside Parish Church (founded in 1862), we seamlessly blend
the awe-inspiring traditional church features with contemporary additions,
such as our celestial ceiling mural by acclaimed Scottish artist and author
Alasdair Gray.
Flooded with natural light and original stained glass windows, we are the
perfect choice for a unique and unforgettable day!

The Perfect Venue

From small and intimate ceremonies in our Gallery to unforgettable larger
ceremonies and dinners in our stunning Auditorium, we can create the perfect
setting for your big day.
Our award winning Wedding Co-ordinator will guide you through all the
planning and we will create the perfect package for you.
We are here for you every step of the way...

Mark Wild Photography

From your initial enquiry through to
your big day, you will have one contact
ensuring a personal and efficient service.

"The day could
honestly not have
gone any better &
that’s mainly down
to the team at
Òran Mór”
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We recognise that each wedding is
unique with different requirements
and therefore, we offer complete
flexibility including bespoke menus
and an accommodating approach to
any request.
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The Auditorium

Our stunning atmospheric room is
enhanced by the original stained glass
and, as well as retaining many of the
original features of the church, offers a
contemporary setting in which to hold
your ceremony and reception.
Capacity: 100 - 275
Features:
Private entrance
Gallery area
Private bar
Dedicated kitchen
Lift access
Natural daylight

"The food, drink & service were superb
Sarah & Tim
- we couldn't have been happier!"
Sarah & Tim
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"The service was
truly amazing
and nothing was
too much to ask for"
Megan & Rory

The Gallery
& Private Dining Room

The Gallery is the perfect location for
those looking for a smaller venue.
It is also an ideal spot for viewing
Alasdair Gray’s famous ceiling mural.
The sumptuous Private Dining Room
(PDR) is a beautifully appointed and
elegant space perfect for intimate
receptions. The room boasts a private
bar, sofa area, lift access and views
over to the Kibble Palace and
The Botanic Gardens.
Capacities
Gallery: 55 Seated
PDR: 32 Seated
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Party into the wee hours

We are lucky to be one of the few
venues in Glasgow to have a late licence
so your party can go on that bit longer!

"Thank you guys, you made our wedding rock!”
Laura & Steven

Food everyone will love

Our superb culinary team will create a menu that is both creative and delicious,
with a particular emphasis on locally sourced seasonal produce that can be tailored
to your exact requirements.
We also offer a complimentary tasting to make sure you choose the right menu for
you and your guests.*
*Complimentary tastings are offered on all full wedding packages of 80 + guests

Òran Mór
Top of Byres Road
Glasgow
G12 8QX
+44 (0)141 357 6200
info@oran-mor.co.uk
www.oran-mor.co.uk

BEST WEDDING TEAM

BEST WEDDING
BLOGGER/INFLUENCER

